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flight

of the

personal

Paul Wade,
lonely heart, 1999,
85 X 110cm,
(left)

oil

on canvas

(right)

Paul Wade,

another bleeding heart,
1999,163 x110cm,
mixed media

Artist to artist:

Paul Wade's
recent solo
exhibition entitled

'know what
mean' evokes an
empathetic
response from
I

Berry Bickle
,

strs—

.

3sa&^^

At the preview of 'know what
of

oil paint,

it

I

mean", there was an evocative smell

lingered, carrying the trail

from the studio

to

exhibition wall space, along the artist's adage "for paint addicts"

.

smell emanating from strong painting; smell incited from the very
sensuality of paint.

A

The

lust

and

substance

of the

lustre

paint

oil

A

is rare.

time in a race for contemporary

—

it

is

the present

Babel where anything

been for work presented

possible.

media anything but

oil paint: in

the 1999 Tate Gallery exhibition

of the Turner Prize

finalists,

seen

as a litmus test of the cutting

edge of contemporary

art,

relevance.

is

From language

It is

the deeply

personal, painted out, that

to

is

deliverance: the physical

defiant, tempting our senses to

displacement of going to a place

share in the presence of so

to

look

at art

even appears

three

being an

The

substance: painting frames itself

colour, applied with lavish

from cave walls

infamous bed. Media

agitated mark, opening and

museuins, but

woven

support, that

becomes a doormat, something
you clean your feet on. These
throw-away lines from Pop,

now mesh

with severance and grief These
are analogies for the state of the

paint.

when art can reach you
by satellite. From object to
to

metal

flippant romance,

much

heart, for the state of the

primitive

of the entries were video
installations, the fourth

defies the ravaging of

heart.

perception

contemporary preoccupation has
in

He

physical and conceptual

first

engagement

is

with

body

corporal.

Red totemic

somewhere between

streaks, bent with

the weight of a coffin, are a

the substance in video film or

closing

surrounding the show declared a

computer

Jackson Pollock, Howard

death in pallbearers. This

dramatic assumption. Painting

illumination.

personal death, a universal

of alternative vocabularies riding

Hodgkin and Frank Stella.
Almost deconstructing the
modernist dogma of mark and

a relentless surge.

remaining

simple; grief so naked took

is

an

From

a

complex

and highly analytical emergence

dead.

This

lives in temporal

is

art

no surprise

as painting as

form has been seen as

declining.

The very genius of
spontaneous

paint, in

its

direct

freedom

to

do unto

challenged.

As

paint, is

the thread of a highly

evocative smell, 'know what

mean" does not engage

dilemma or debate on

a point of

vibrate.
I

faithful to resolving

like a travelling thought.

flows, in a

the

dilemma
that

represents an age-old confidence

"know what

and embedded,

like a difficult

being of

art.

The

weight of worth, the humanist

just does,

shifted, refocused, realigned, as
if

the very

alchemy of

changed, from the

art

has

literal

alkaline of oil to diverse

—

Wade

holds us

—

as he pays tribute

slowly

exhaled.

is

scratched

Then he moves us

on, winding

and weaving the tension, paint
turns skyward, searching the

with the unhinged passion of the

emotion. Colour

possessed.

of delivery, from gentle calm

universe for what was an earthly

depths to tube squashing

loss.

values of endeavour, beauty,
aesthetic reference point has

still

that has a

second thought

mean'

be

to death; as a breath is

It

relevance of paint/painting;
I

to

It

a painting so sombre and

courage. Paul

Paint threads surface

impact and perception, paint
in the very

is

unravels and knots, bunches and

in a

a

death, and a painterly death.

the rectangle, the surfaces

On

is

As

in the title that

statement,

it is

makes

no case

not a point of

know

to defend.

We

the .substance

splurges, a fire and ice

the

argument or defence. There

is

where the sky touches the earth.

combination.

paint

is

are to

exactly what this painter

The human
lonely heart

heart appears.
it

is

embedded

in

is ca.st

up

into a receding

big blue space. White arabesque

In

an

marks unwind, sprung through

deconstruction burning with

out-of-body cavity, this glowing

the red on violet strata of

ground

immediacy

ember, cut out, and smoldering

zero.

gentle,

in darkness.

as

The white becomes
distant jet stream. The

to

claim our

attention.

Paul

Wade

catches our attention

anxious tangle of

with the lyrical, evocative, pain,

Video, video installation, video
stills, all

energy that challenges

passion, irreverence and wit

Or

flowing from the fragility of the

heart, brazen and matted, in a

the heart of another bleeding

that holds the

painting

is

strata cerulean

middle of the

climatic.

Paint twists

(left)

Paul Wade, pallbearers, 1999,

150 X 125cm,

oil

on canvas

(below) Paul Wade, where the sky
touches the earth, 1999,
125 X 150cm, oil on canvas

The

paint flickers red-

From bleedmg and

lonely

This body of paintings, collected

into a knotted labyrinth, gale

force.

force in a melamorphic bid to

orange, like the remains of

hearts, death, collision of flight

and shown as 'know what

become feather light, to tloat
away. The deep space of blue

Icarus, slash m;irks of still-

and

mean",

burning residue,

loaded, colour brash and

bowls outward and upward,

of smoke. Then there

supporting no incident of mark.

mystery, of a pure turquoise

heavy on lop brings the equation
of paint as

terrestrial

matter

swirling back into earthly

in

a grey-green
is

fall-out. paint

Wade's reference

beautiful. Paul

a

evocatively

is

engrossed

I

in detailed

surrender to the process of
painting.

Yet

covers a surface

it

size but does not

returns to simpler sensations:

that

dented eclipse, tunnelling

walking

have any boundary or edge.

through the acid yellow and

breeze, windrush.

sienna horizon
entry zone,

line.

This

is

re-

some pure element

atmosphere, a fall-out

that survived untouched, a

descending by gravitational

pool, a blind mirror.

calm

in the

garden, gentle

The

conflict

has burned off. leaving space for

is finite in

statement

in the

A

body corporal

of paint, predicting the universe.

the wind, for the breeze through
grass,

and for

a

walk

in the

garden.

Paul Wade, heavy on top, 1999, 125 x 150cm,

oil

on canvas
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obstacies, the

worlcshop movement
Africa

vigour
Tlie Aftershave internationai Artists

saw renewed

1999.

in

Worlcshop held

in

Jos, Nigeria,

from 23 October to 6 November, was organised by a working group
consisting of Jerry Buhari, Adele Garkida,Tonie
all

teachers of art and design at the

Ahmadu

Okpe and Jacob

Jari,

Bello University in Zaria.

^^//?/y presents extracts from their report.
Introduction

The

story of Aftershave

is

the story of

decades of military dictatorship

overcoming odds. Over two

in the life

of any country takes a

toll

on something. Nigeria has suffered from within: human rights
abuses, corruption and ethnic bigotry, and from without: sanctions
and negative publicity. Asking
probably

still is)

like

visitors to

come

to Nigeria

asking them to prepiire for their

mass. Soliciting sponsorship for projects like an
(and probably

still is)

suspicion were thick

who

like

art

was (and

own requiem

workshop was

squeezing water from a rock. Tension and

in the air

It

was ob\ ious therefore that those
its realisation, from sponsors to
cominend thein. It was however,

stubbornly maintained laith in

participants, took great risks.

We

precisely because of our notorious history as a nation that Aftershave

became absolutely

necessary.

Participants

It

may appear

v\ orkshop we still
who was coming and who was not! Apart from
woi kmg group, we invited ten other Nigerian
we were only uncertain about Veronica Otigbo with

irresponsible but by the e\ c of the

could not confirm
four of us

in the

Of these
whom we could not make personal contact. Every other Nigerian
artist sent some form of assurance of attendance. We however have
artists.

Theresa Musoke (Uganda), Life Circle,
1999, grass, canvas, tree branches

been long enough

know

in this country to

that

one does not price a

For instance, on 21 October. Segun Falaye called

monkey on

a tree.

to state that

he was on his way but before he hung up the phone he

asked

had

if

fallen

and her doctor would not

ill

have decided

it

for

He could

house help.

told

him

We

all

after

his property stolen

make

it.

Frances

El

all.

by

his

Chinwe Uwatse was
The non-Nigerian list was even

had provision for ten but the

because of the difficulty
Beelaerts for instance

that

her travel. That must

not therefore attend.

relocating so she could not
uncertain.

let

Segun because he did not turn up

Anatsui. on the eve of his tnp. had

more

We

Frances Richardson was coming.

in securing tickets

was

invited one

and

list

kept changing

visas.

week before

A

few members of the public kept sneaking in to view what the
were creating. Some of them could not hide their initial
disappointment as they could not see the types of works they were
used to viewing at exhibitions. However, they quickly adjusted to
appreciating their new encounters. They were even the more
artists

fascinated by the stories behind

working group was

must be stated however,

(Botswana), Theresa

the average the participants spent eight hours daily on their

It

could be countered however, that

man spends on

woman

a

Musoke (Uganda). Kioko Mwitiki (Kenya) and
artists

were: Olu

Two

not the length of

pregnancy!

years ago while conducting a pilot survey towards establishing

the workshop,

funding

Jacob

"...internal

Jari.

in

we made some observations concerning workshop
we wrote in our preliminaiy report thus:

Nigeria that

support can more easily be obtained from government

than from entrepreneurs

Venue

do not

workshop we were convinced that the type
of workshop we desired was one that challenged the artists to
observe the peculiarities of the environment. The chosen venue was
the Museum of Traditional Nigerian Architecture (MOTNA) which

made up of

is

Sponsors

Amoda. Kefas Danjuma. Nsikak Essien. Blaise Gbaden. Lara IgeJacks. Okay Ikenegbu. Jerry Buhaii. Adele Garkida. Tonie Okpe and

is

it

that guarantees

Monica Mosarwa

Claudette Schreuders (South Africa). The Nigerian

At the conception of

two weeks was

1

as follows: Josef Baier (Austria), Elena

Beelaerts (Holland), Sabina Gillani (Pakistan).

felt that

when on
works.

list is

few people

that a

workshop

the

So. after carefully choosing 24 artists to attend the workshop.

The

for the

not enough time for an international meeting of this nature even

time a

it.

The joy

Elena

commenced!

made

the works.

workshop.

to the

It

some of

that the participants did not extend their studios

the

architectural structures depicting religion, culture,

who

are

weary of supporting ventures

directly translate to profits.

With the

that

right introductions

however, a significant support can come from government but it
needs time, the right contacts and a good measure of luck because
decisions to be taken are political ones. There are no Foundations or
Trusts that support workshops.

The other more likely places that can
Goethe Institute and other

offer assistance are British Council,

foreign or world cultural institutions..."

technology and governance. These structures are made of two
visible elements:

mud

grassy landscape.
exteriors.

and grass, and are scattered on a generous
interplay between chambers and

They present an

The absence of doors and windows evokes a

feeling of

openness, truth, sincerity and hospitality, and offers a strong

emotional and romantic invitation to probe, discover and search, as
well as to conceal.

out of the

mud

We

meant

to appeal to the artists to drift in

structures into the

and

open grassy spaces and allow

themselves to be swept away by the sudden transportation over two

hundred years back

in time.

These replicas of ancient Nigerian

architecture, with their different structures, possessed
effects that

alone

at

were catalytic

was amazing. At some point the working group had to
it was prudent to keep spending
money chasing after pledges that seemed so near but yet so far. At
the end. support was received from the following: Triangle Arts
Trust (England). The British Council (Nigeria), The Prince Claus
efforts

urgently consider whether or not

Fund

(Holland), Plateau State

Government (Nigena), S.O. and U.

(Lagos), Eng. Yemisi Shyllon (Lagos). Signature Gallery (Lagos),

and Bat and Matts Ltd

(Jos).

some sobering

modes of reaction. Standing
Mosque for instance, one could

to peculiar

mid-afternoon in the Ilonn

validity of these observations throughout our fund-raising

The

The

contribution of

some of

these bodies

was

not quantifiable in

exceeded what they originally imagined was
involvement. Triangle Arts Trust, but in particular Robert

monetary terms and

far

almost hear the call for prayer filtering through the centuries. In the

their

cool chambers of the Servants' Quarters, one could picture the relief

Loder, was responsible for soliciting the bulk of the support that

of the servants as they rested. The
identify with this place.

artists

had

to feel the

need

to

Aftershave received.
the

He

also ensured

communication between

major sponsors and participants from abroad.

it

and

Nsikau Essien (Nigeria), title unknown,
1999, paint, canvas, sticks etc

We still

The British Council, apart from the money it gave, was responsible
for some very important aspects of the workshop. For instance, it
received six

artists

from the airport

accommodated them and

Some

of these

si,\

Lagos and Abuja,

in

enjoyed

this privilege

on

to Jos.

way

their

When it became obvious that some of the participants
would encounter visa problems, the Council wrote important letters

back home.

to assist.

also pennitted Aftershave to use

It

emergency

postal facilities in

made of

Special mention must be

cases.

its

is

a lot Nigeria has to

do

coming

that she

the exceptional

change the
artists that

to the

very safe to sneak out

creeping back sometimes

by Clive Bruton, David Roberts, Emmanuel Umeade
and Vincent Odey to ensure that the workshop went smoothly. The
appearance of Clive and David at the open day was the icing on the

would not leave

cake.

that took place.

Many

the extension of her neighbourhood.

saw was

artists felt

interest taken

to

The

workshop confirmed to us that they were
discouraged by their loved ones from coming. However up until
Theresa left for her country she was still looking out, to no avail, for
those Nigerians that were described to her. She said that the Nigeria
risked

them before transporting them

fed

artists also

believe that there

negative impressions the outside world has of her.

until

at

of the

nights to the local social centres,

in the early

hours of the morning. Kioko

he had recommended some names to us for

consideration against our next workshop. Parting was very difficult
at the

end.

More

importantly, there

was a

lot

of exchange of ideas

For instance, many painters discovered for the

first

time that canvas could be boiled with local colours to achieve

The Plateau
into the

State

Government under

workshop. The

initial

the military regime as the

Dariye was only sworn

the

new

came

dispensation

late

new Goverment under Chief Joshua
May. Yet, the Government was able

in last

permanence, and three-dimensional

It

also gave expensive gifts to

better results.

Objective

participants at the close of the

donated a piece of land

to

workshop; but most importantly,

We

Aftershave!

contribution would have been

if

it

was

wonder what
Here

older!

2:

To educate

visiting artists to

appreciate better both traditional and

the

all

mixed

to

offer a rousing reception that included a guided tour, live cultural

entertainment and dinner.

clay

artists reali.sed that

with grass in the method of Nigerian traditional builders achieved

proposal Aftershave sent was under

contemporary Nigerian art by providing a first-hand
encounter with the situation of, and the inspiration
and motivation for, its production

it

its

too. special

mention must be made of Chief Joshua Dariye, Executive Governor
of Plateau State,

Mr Toma

Garba, the Commissioner for Tourism and

Culture and the Permanent Secretary,

even a keener

interest in the

Mr Goddy

Goyang,

for taking

workshop.

The Museum of Traditional Nigerian Architecture, the site of the
workshop, was in itself a work of art. Many participants including
some of the Nigerians were encountering such edifices for the first
time.

Although they arc not
partly sponsored the

listed as funders. the participants

had also

workshop. Apart from the works some of them

was a form of sponsorship. Most
of them put off important schedules and paid their way to attend.
From what we learnt, they did this gladly knowing that such initial
donated, even their presence alone

sacrifices

They

Within the

all

marvelled

Museum

from almost

all

arc

at

the achievements of the builders.

housed different types of Nigerian artworks

periods dating back to 2000 BC.

In the

space of two

days the participants were also treated to a variety of traditional
music and dance, an experience which was continually recounted by

most of them ihroughoul the period of the workshop. The excursion
trips to town also provided participants an

and occasional

were necessary.

opportunity to encounter the different landscapes and settings as
well as other forms of

Evaluation

art in a typical

Nigerian

city.

It

was

difficult

getting the participants back onto the bus at one point of the
It is

difficult to

perhaps

why

remain detached while evaluating oneself and

objectives are set at the beginning of projects

—

thai is

excursion when

objectives of setting up an international

workshop

in

visited the leatherworks at Naraguta.

Objective

should be easy to assess whether or not each objective was achieved.

The

we

it

3:

To challenge the creative

instinct of

the participants by setting up a unique

Nigeria

atmosphere,

and our evaluation follow.

different

from what obtains

in their

individual studios

Objective

1

:

backgrounds

To bring together
to

experiences for
understanding and tolerance

10

artists

from diverse

share personal and cultural
the growth of universal

Almost
quite a

all the artists produced some works with mud and grass and
number of them ventured into new areas for the first time.

Adele, for instance, did not only produce her

first

painting, but also

used unconventional materials such as sand and suya sticks on a

-:%>

^j

*

<

mat. Jacob presented his

first

works

that

;-

'

I

I
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performance ever. The workshop was

not exactly skewed towards e.xperimental
participants achieved

^

,

art,

but a lot of what the

was spontaneous. There were

also a

number of

were conventional but with much of the museum's

environment reflected

in

them.

4: To encourage a process of networking
through which Nigerian artists can benefit from

Objective

abroad

further collaborations with fellow artists

Although

made by

it

all

is

too early to assess this, there were

however promises

the artists resident abroad to involve Nigerian artists in

their projects.

They also promised to recommend Nigerian artists
The workshop compiled addresses of all the

to

their colleagues.

participants including their e-mail addresses,

phone and fax

numbers, and distributed them to every participant.
5: To produce resource materials through
documentation for use in art instruction as well as

Objective

for creating artistic

awareness among the Nigerian

public

One

of the lucks the workshop encountered was in the area of

publicity.

Two

of the national dailies with the highest circulation

sent their art editors to cover the workshop.
less in

workshop also worked
in the

Peter

was

also

charge of news in Jos; and the interest of the State

our favour.

We

were therefore constantly

on air. It was not surprising that
working group were regarded by people in town

news, either

members of the

in

more or

in the

in print or

as

simply "Mr Aftershave' or "Ms Aftershave'. The workshop created

an unprecedented awareness of visual
slides

and diskettes of

all

arts.

aspects of the

Photographs

workshop were

in prints,

taken.

11

Adele Garkida

(Nigeria), Vigilance, 1999,

sand, paint, suyaiX\c\v& on a reed mat

Recordings were also made on video. Arrangements were made to
have a touring exhibition of these photographs around the country.

The

slides

made

or collected will

become

part of the Aftershave

'Library of Slides' that will definitely be invaluable in teaching art

appreciation in our institutions.

workshop

will be printed

Furthermore, the catalogue of the

and circulated extensively.

In

conclusion

1999 Aftershave participants will probably not forget the workshop
evolved such as the terms: "iti;iiiuii;(i llic Jfxi'rl". "life mi

that

slniiii^lc in

was

12

a kfiitif" and "inirnii"

.

If

ihcy

remember

these terms

with nostalgia and smile privately to themselves, then Aftershave
a

huge success.

A young artist who captures Zimbabwean
is

James

Jaii.

ambiguities in his own unique style
Here, Chiedza i\/lusengezi reviews his recent one-man show.

le painti

James

James Jali, Two Fat
Women, 1999,
gouache

13

(left)

James

1999,

(below)
1999,

Tynwald South I,

James

Happy Day,

Jali,

gouache

The landscape
life

Jali,

gouache

paintings

of material poverty

Tynwald South

I is

communicate

is

that a

not without joy.

a joyous splash of colour,

the antithesis of the general conception of

poverty-ridden settlements. The red of the
ice

cream vendors

m

intensity of pleasure

Happy Day

signals the

which disadvantaged

children in a poor urban area experience in a

simple ice

cone on

drawn

lolly, a

cold chocolate or vanilla

The viewer is
happy energy of children as

a sweltering day.

into the

they anticipate a

treat,

transience of such a

but

we

notice the

moment. The vendors

are struggling with their carts, the strenuous
effort resides in the brushstrokes that are

At 28 years of age. James Jali is a verbally
reticent contemporary artist, yet his work
speaks tor him. in volumes.

He

Wave

and Wand, comprising 34 paintings mounted
at

Gallery Delta in

May

The
which

solo exhibition.

1999,

title is

was

his first

descriptive of

this young artist works
manner in
"waves his brush as a wand and makes
magic landscape, with the high density
suburb and its buildings and people, as in
the midst of heat wave or high winds and all

the

as he

in

vibrant cohnas." (Derek Huggins)

A

quality that

is

sufficiently

characterise the paintings

energy.

It

dominant

motion

in

to

the presence of

— wind,

takes a variety of forms

heat, constriction,

expressed

is

— and

all

undulating brushstrokes of rich

colour that give his works a fluctuating and

mesmerising appearance. The visual impact
is

suggestive of the nature of the universe

where everything

is

continually in motion:

the planets in their orbits: the sun rising and

moon waxing and waning.

setting; the

Nothing

is

ever

at a standstill.

paintings mirror our
restlessness as

comfort and

we

search tor material

Our own

fulfilment.

Jali's

own unending human

spiritual or

emotional

nature lies in

movement. Immobility or dead calm
undesirable
the joy

we

energy of

—

it

resembles death

is

— hence

derive from the continuous
life.

Many

of the subjects of the paintings seem
moving either literally or unexpectedly
as in Ked Car that swerves to take a curve,
or the Combi speeding on the road. Two Fat
Women 's bodies wobble as they walk with
their backs to the viewer. Buildings do not

to be

stand erect, the wall and
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window

lines

curve

and wriggle, as

if

responding to unseen

Church

is

a typical example.

forces.

windows

The

eire

so powerful the building
threatening to

lives in

Dzivaresekwa. one of the high density
suburbs on the west side of Harare.

spire, walls,

fall.

bending
is

to a force

teetering

pronounced along

their legs.

and

The High Rise Building

Conversation evokes the delight of good

leans precariously forward. In these

company

paintings, the balance of objects

be exhausting. Washing embodies the

spirit

of moderation: a gentle breeze blows;

it

gentle reminder that life

is

is lost,

devoid of

constants, that every situation has

ambiguities which destabilise us.

its

a

safe to

but sustaining the conversation can

hang out

the

washed clothes

is

to dry.

Perhaps losing balance relates to the need to

James

(right)

Jali,

Hurukum,

gouache

1999,

James

(below)

Washing,

Jali,

1999, gouache

observe self-control, steadfastness: and to
avoid exceeding the

Being

limits.

off-

centre, living dangerously, can be exciting.

The urge

to grab the transient

moment and

enjoy the pleasure available can be an
Yielding to

irresistible temptation.

means

it

forsaking stability.

High Density captures the confined spaces
of the crowded suburbs where the majority
of Zimbabwe's urban population resides.
They seethe with humanity, with
undeveloped

and

talent

creativity.

The wavy

strokes of the painter's brush give the
tightly

many

packed houses a higgedly energy,

turning the uniform buildings into a

cacophony of colour The
can get

rid

The varied

Crowded

coats of paint arrest the eye.

places are lively, stimulating places

can be confusing and

to live in, but they

In Preparing

stifling as well.

Meal, a

painter's brush

of the monotony of sameness.

woman

An Evening
room while

knits in a small

she tends her pot cooking on a paraffin

The room must be

burner.

uncomfortable.

Jali

with her family

in

hot and

says his aunt,

who

one rented room

lives

in

Dzivaresekwa, inspired him to paint

this.

Such works invite the viewer to share the
enduring memories of the painter's everyday
life.

In

many of his

"woman'

shows two

unchanging aspect of

life:

and dependable. Conversation

stable, solid

deep

paintings Jali projects

as the

large

women

in discussion.

looks chaotic and

in colourful

outfits,

The sky above them

full

of energy with blue,

white and red clouds. The ground on which
they

sit

How

do

appears to heave,
the

women

move and

flow.

maintain steadiness in

the face of such environmental instability?

This painting seems to celebrate the
resilience of

women

difficulties of

national

as they cope with the

everyday

life in

the face of

economic hardship and the Aids

pandemic. Two Fat

Women

are dressed in

The red-spotted-with-yellow
complements the human warmth

vivid outfits.
dress

which the baby enjoys

— hugging

its

mother's back, safe and secure, happy in the
jiggling motion of her walk.

Some

of the

country scenes are derived from Malawi

where

Jali

fields, for

sketched his aunts working

example,

Borehole depicts

Tlie

rural

in the

Sowers. At the

women drawing

water

pump. In
these paintings the angle at which the artist
looks at his subject changes. He views them
from underground using a

from

lift

a long distance and elements of the

painting are not detailed. These paintings

the family and society that

contrast sharply with the intense inside-life

the majority of Jali"s paintings. This 'she'

and

detailed in Pamela. Thandi.

beautiful in the physical

the

//;

Bedroom.

black

woman

develops his studies of

constricted spaces. In the

naked
all

woman

the space in the room.

woman

stripped

down

underwear, looking

who

is

also

Bedroom shows

a

so large she takes up almost

in

engaged

Pamela

her mirror.

Thandi.

displays her fulsome back to the viewer

while the front of her body
mirror before her; she loo

almost

may

fills

the room.

is

is

revealed in the

a giantess

who

These naked figures

underline Jali's intrusive urge to lay

bare the details of the female body.

They

appear to be painted indoors, very close to
the model, looking directly at her.

Although the

titles

of the portraits suggest

different characters the

women

look very

similar: naked, large, with red lips

processed

hair.

Furthermore, they

and
all

enjoy

wine as suggested by the presence of wine
bottles

and long-stemmed glasses on

their

dressing tables. Beds emphasise the sexual
nature of the encounters. Not allowing for
the complexity of

human

women present
who has access

money and

to

the temptress that
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behaviour, these

a stereotype

is

—

the

woman

loves leisure,

eager to seduce a man.

This 'she' subverts the ideal of woman

in

is

When

they did

clockwise from the top) James

Jali,

M/g/i Density,

1

999,

gouache

James

Jali,

Pamela, 1999, gouache

James

Jali,

Thandi, 1999,

asked

out of the

the source of

why

sell.

gouache

an

home

he painted the

portraits Jali simply replied,

And

her reflection,

in

there

conflict of negotiating this relationship with

stability.

(anti

that traditional

are supposed to

underlying tension perhaps

'woman' who should be

a

is

to her lacy

is

evoked. Although the

bedrooms look ordered,

and of

in

and powerful. Stability and

instability are both

In this series of portraits Jali further

way

Zimbabwean women

be; large, solid

portrayed

is

"They

sell well."

James Jali,
gouache

In tite

Bedroom, 1999,

Another important aspect of
is

and conflict found

reflects the ambiguities

the

Zimbabwean

of the Johane

this artist's life

and here too, his work

his spirituality,

context.

Masowe

Jali is a

sect,

in

member

an independent

African church, and acknowledges that he
finds church teachings, if practised, offer
stability in life.

In the paintings that portray

scenes of the Johane

Masowe

sect,

such as

Madzimai. there are two important elements
to grasp: the members of this church

open

and

women emerge

worship

in the

as large

and powerful, with healing powers.

air,

Church buildings are associated with the
Christianity that was introduced in this part
of the world by white missionaries from the

West, a Christianity that was intolerant of
African cultural practices. The conflict that
Africans
to the

felt in the

missionary churches led

formation of independent African

churches such as Johane Masowe.
Nonetheless,

Jali also paints

church

buildings with spires.

The works of James

Jali

appear on the

surface to be simple, colourful renderings of
daily life but they

embody, through

his

painterly approach, the underlying tensions.

The energy and constant motion of Hving.
the inevitabihty of change, produce both our

pleasure and fear. There can be no faith in
absolutes.
interests

Old and new values, vested

and innovations,

all

exert pressure

as they a.ssert their claim to recognition or

and tugging us

in

opposing directions. As we battle

to

accommodate

we may

realisation, pulling

feel as if

the changing values

everything around us

is

unstable

and our identity and culture are under

threat.

Striking a balance can prove difficult as
shift

from one extreme

Jali's

to the other.

we

Yet, in

works, the idiosyncratic Zimbabwean

optimism has the upper-hand.

As an

speaks directly to us

artist, Jali

through his paintings which
lifestyle,

embody

his

memories, conflicts and

philosophy.

The

sincerity, clearness

and

boldness with which he transmits these
aspects of himself

make

viewer to share

and enjoy

They capture
environment

in

it

the poverty
in

which he

delight as he paints.

easy for the
his paintings.

and yet joy of the
lives

The

and his

own

rapture of colour

arouses and transmit.s gaiety. The motion
like a dance.

Above

all,

viewing

Jali's

paintings infects one with a joyous

and, the degree of infection
his
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achievement.

is

a

mood

(top)

James

Jail,

Everyday, 1999,

gouache

is

—

measure of

(above)

James

gouache

Jali,

Madzimal, 1999,

Batapata International Artists Workshop
was held in Chikanga, just outside of Mutare,
at the Diocesan Training Centre,
27 September to 10 October 1999.

The

first

Fresh perspectives

in

Zimbabwe
'Batapata"

A

revival of the

Pachipamwe Workshop by
a new generation of
Batapata hosted
Zinnbabwean artists,

artists,
1 1

the majority of

Shona word signifying

a

is

From

energy and motion.

whom were

mix of

a widely diverse

artistic identities, the

energy and motion

Workshop was

outcome of

Batapata

at the

remarlcable.

Whether they

were painters of sensous sumptousness or of

home

easily recognisable

scenes, painters of

the personal or the political, manipulators of

wood

or metal, tranformers of everyday

under 30, and 11

debris, sculptors of stone, history or

international artists from

environments, creators of identity,

Botswana, Kenya, South
Africa, Uganda, Zambia,

or clowns,

commitment

satirists

the artists displayed

all

to intense production.

It

was

clear that the 'beauty" of art lies not in
true nature, but in the

Papua
New Guinea, Poland and

consensus as

the United Kingdom.

Discussion, enquiry and self-questioning

Gemma

underscored

India, Pakistan,

Rodriques writes
about the debates and the
work produced.

richness of

to

its

its

multi-faceted manifestations.

much

of the

artistic activity,

highlighting differences in practice and
intent

amongst the

participants.

the experience of difference

Through

we become

more aware of our own unconsciously

Marta Firlet (Poland), Icon, 1999,
concrete and mixed media

engrained assumptions about creating
Differences in the ways

artists

art.

chose

upon subject-matter,
or. put another way. 'Which comes first, the
was a topic of heated
concept or the means
materials and settled

:""

The glossy, seductively crafted
sculptures of Nicodemus Mlambo, squarely
positioned within Zimbabwe"s recent
discussion.

tradition of stone carving, for

made

example,

pointed contrast with Marta Firlet"s

ephemeral and intellectualising
a recent graduate from

assemblages.

Firlet,

Poland, spent

much of her workshop time

searching for and selecting materials to

express her pre-determined themes. To

convey the notion of disappearing
Rhodesian identity and

history, she

constructed a door out of planks of

pinewood, nailed black and white 1960s

Rhodesian postcards

to

it,

and deliberately,

gradually burnt this 'door to the past' to a
pile

of ashes over the course of 10 days.

Mlambo"s starting point, on the other hand,
was a pale green lump of Opal Dyke split in
half by an unusual blue-black vein running

through the middle of the stone. The
resultant carving. Sense

of Pride, refeired

to

an elaborate myth-like story of reunited
lovers and kindred spirits.

The

independently beautiful stone and
fortuitous markings

Mlambo's

Ways

NIcodemos Mlambo (Zimbabwe)

was

its

the source of

subject-matter.

of working with material to create

meaning also differed widely. A
comparison between My Summaiy of a

I

V

Pretty VJoman. a sculpture by Maria Naita

Adam and

(Uganda), and

by Nicola Gear (Britain)

Woman

is

range

My

Siimmaiy of a
fashioned out of wood and

of methodologies
Pretty

Eve. an installation
illustrates the

at play.

metal which has been directly transformed

by the

artist's

hand. Naita carved, coloured,

chipped, burned and scraped a dead tree
trunk, and cut. beat, burnished, bent

and

nailed an old copper geyser to create an ode

—

chain saw.
feminine beauty. Her tools
were workmanlike
hammer, chisel, mallet
and designed to master the raw materials.
to

—

On the other hand, Gear's raw materials
Adam and Eve were found objects. She

in

meaning not by physically working

created

on the objects but by taking them out of
their

expected contexts, obscuring their

by

original identities

partially covering

encasing them, and setting up

random

relationships between the seemingly
objects.

Some

and

new

of Gear's objects were

chosen by herself from her immediate
surroundings while others were given to her

by other

They included

artists.

a hat. a

basket base, pep-talk cue cards from the
training centre bearing inscriptions such as

'Responsibility' and 'Productivity',
synthetic hair extensions and a
container.

Some

netting, others

while

still

in hair

were bound with threads,

others were placed in

woven

shopping bags. The objects were

Nicola Gear (UK), 1999,

plastic

mixed media

then hung on a

installations

Chibuku

items were encased

row of hooks between

the

entrances to the Gents' toilet (signified by a
trousered silhouette labelled 'Adam'

and

)

the Ladies' toilet (with the reciprocal skirted

Suspended

silhouette labelled 'Eve').

Mary Naita (Uganda),
My Summary of a Pretty
Woman, 1999, 155cm,
wood and copper

between these two symbols of discrete
gender, the encased objects took on a
plethora of possible meanings.

Luxuriously

long and shiny synthetic hair extensions

spoke eloquently of desire and rejection,

u

hile unraNelling

basket bases hinted at the

undervalued nature of women's traditional
work. The objects were interconnected by
an almost invisible

web of iridescent

thread

which indicated a whole new range of
considerations of each object

new environment
other.

— not

just in a

but also in relation to each

This piece about shades of identity

and interdependence was made more
poignant by the workshop experience

itself

— an experience of community and

belonging despite the extremely diverse
nature of the mdniduals.

An

older debate on the respective validity of

abstraction and figuration recuncd.

However, as

it

de\eloped the crux of the

argument swung Irom abstraction

\s.

figuration to the role of the

An

artist.

ostensible battle between abstraction and
figuration

formed a space

for verbal

cvplorations of the nature of artistic identity:
Is

the artist a cialtsman. critic, sage or

mystic, or

is

the job of the artist to hold

mirror to self or

society'.'

up

a

It

became

and

clear that the ideologies

assumptions behind any particular

mode

artist's

of production were inescapably

bounded by

their specific historical

and

geographic circumstances. Firlet from

Poland and Saeed from Pakistan, both
countries of fervent public engagement with
politics, felt that art

was most potent and

authentic withdrawn from the realm of

Many Zimbabwean

policitics.

however,

felt that

it

artists,

was impossible

to

separate the personal from the political and
that

every utterance had inherent political

Kamangwana's urban

elements.

vignettes

give expression to the historically muted

black urban and rural experience, often with
a cool, objective, journalistic eye.

Rashid Jogee's universalising, wordless
protests against political injustices took the

form of mammoth, gesmral compositions
paint, charcoal

in

and paper, searching for a

language which could transcend the barriers
of class, time and race which separate

people and communities.

Saeed's canvases, although

In contrast,

smiilarly concerned with formal issues such

and arrangement of form,

as rhythm, colour

had no overt

political resonances.

Conscious of the relationship between

his

paintings and the tradition of story-telling in
Pakistani miniatures, Saeed set out to create

tableaux which contain visual narratives of
events in the

own

artist's

Distilling

hfe.

and

transforming the ragged, murky edges of

human expenence

into spatially ordered

coloured

brilliantly

tales.

and

Saeed appeared

to

disprove the as.sertion that the world has

become too
about how,

large

and untidy

to create stories

why and what we

live.

The workshop discussions supported the
idea that artists are not on a predetermined
trajectory towards ever-increasing

abstraction, but that each chooses whatever
visual language best suits their needs and
intentions.

Yet, while the notion of abstraction as an

was discarded. Patrick

ideal goal

Mumba

(Zambia), Hilary Kashiri (Zimbabwe) and

Brinda Chudasama (India)
displayed an interest

all

in paint

nonetheless

per se and the

power of form, space, composition and
texture to

evoke a variety of responses.

Chudasama's abstraction of the human
figure lent her sumptuous canvases a certain
gravitas, while landscapes just visible in

?''

Kashiri's highly abstracted arrangements of

form and colour gave

his canvasses a

evocative and emotional quality.

who

is

concerned with postioning colour

on the canvas, seemed to be
working around discovering the point
and

line

which marks on a canvas begin
meaning. Mumba's large work.

was

more

Mumba,

at

one

Iiitainbi,

level, purely decorative.

familiar with

Zambian

tradition,

at

to mobilise

Those

however,
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would recognise

that

Muniba had

transferred

the graphics relating to a traditional

Zambian marriage ceremony directly on to
the canvas. The viewer discovering that the
patterns have specific meaning in Zambian
culture is forced to ask where meaning lies

—

artwork

in the

the cultural

or in

itself,

meaning

is

its

As

context?

on those not

lost

familiar with the traditional significance of

Mumba's canvas seemed to
comment on the commercialisation of
the marks.

traditional

forms and the Western tendency

to regard African

mark-making purely

in

formal terms, unaware of a whole host of

and

religious

Brinda

Chudasama

Miller (India)

social

meanings they contain.

V/ords From Our Ancestors, also by Mumba,
much more obviously contemplates

language, mark-making, signficance and

symbols. This tightly constructed painting
is

covered

in small, bright, repetitive

squares

of colour, resembling the units of a language

which can be rearranged

in a variety

of

sequences to create meaning. Mumba's
language here

is

not only colourful and

full

of rhythm, but seems to hark nostalgically

back

to a simpler time

symbols of

when

pictographic

were

life's essentials

all

that

was

necessary for communication. The layering

of colours, revealed as the

away

the surface to

also suggestive of

form

how

artist

scratched

his pictographs,

is

languages evolve and

are dynamic.

Alternate

ways of working and

the discovery

new forms developed most obviously
when an enormous pile of pine planks was

of

Tom Deko (Papua New Guinea)

accidentally delivered by a spon.sor

Originally meant to be

wood

for stretchers

but clearly unsuitable, and short of hard

woods

for carving, a

soon proved

that

number of the

chance

is

artists

a fine thing"

by

transforming this nondescript industrial
material.

Kenyan

painter, Justus Kyalo. created a

decorative relief sculpture, texturing and

colouring

its

surface by carving, burning and

gluing shards of blue glass to the planks"
surface.

Moitshepi Madibela (Botswana) car\ed five
-metre high huddling uomen's silhouettes.
The planks bear minimal of markings to
I

indicate

.solid,

three-dimensional form:

The foremost

skirts,

arms and

in the

group has her hand

Tiikiiii; nil

(huh.

faces.

figure

I-'iUitled

this sculpture refers

specifically to the oath

when

raised.

which must be made

receiving land from the Botswanan

Ciovernmenl.

Charles

Kamangwana (Zimbabwe),

Untitled, 1999,

on paper
MoltshepI Madlbela (Botswana),
Reform, 1999, approx.130cm,
wood and scrap metal

90 x 80cm, acrylic

Ihc accidental delivery also provided

Deko,

a sculptor

with inspiration.

He

New

Tom

Guinea,

constructed a powerful

CriHifi^ioii using the planks as the support

and thorn bush and
abstracted torso.
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trom Papua

tree

stumps

lo

evoke an

Experimentation was also fuelled by "pocket

money' given

to the artists for exploring

Mutare's markets. Kashiri and Chudasania

new approaches

tried

using vinyl, scrap

Chudasama

metal and fabric, with

suspending some of her works from carved

wooden walking

bought from the

sticks, all

market. Gallagher (South Africa) purchased

leopard skin fun-fur to

make

a pair of

trousers for the Lust Great White Poacher,

and commissioned a local
hunter's caps for

all

Nabulime and Naita

make

tailor to

Deko,

the participants.
all

haggled for suitable

pieces of scrap metal.

This interaction between

and the

artists

wider community was extended to other
parts of the country

Kamangwana and

when Gear, Saeed,

Witikani participated

in

Batapata outreach programmes after the

workshop. Kamangwana and Witikani
taught painting to a group of aspiring artists

based

at the

new

National Gallery

Mutare.

in

Saeed taught painting and drawing

at the

Mzilikazi Arts and Crafts Centre and

printmaking

studios of the National

at the

Gallery in Bulawayo. Gear worked with

BAT Workshop

students at the

school in

Harare, explaining the methodologies

behind her installations and encouraging

Justus Kyalo (Kenya),
Untitled, 1999,185cm,

wood and

glass

relief

them

to

develop their

own

brand of

conceptual and installation

art.

All these

especially those from other countries,

artists,

found the outreach experience expansive and
rewarding. Nicola Gear said, "During the

workshop
about

I

life in

Exposure

leanu an enormous amount
urban Zimbabwe."

to the art of others

Much

fresh perspectives.

achieved dunng

this first

encourages

of value that was
Batapata Workshop

lay in debates, discussions, consideration of

other points of view and other working

methods, and

in the

process which

working

different artists

The

mind-broadening

engendered by many

is

in close

proximity.

workshop with a
concerns and

participants left the

greater insight into the

practices of other artists, and heightened

self-awareness of the nature of their
artistic practice.

I

would

such self-awareness

own

like to argue that

is vital

for ensuring that

'Art' continues as a living, responsive,

questioning and enriching facet of society.

Self-awareness

is

commercialism,

a safe-guard against facile

stale repetition,

and

unthinking production which are constant
threats.
artists

The Batapata Workshop provided
away from their

with two weeks

Coster Mkoki,
(Zimbabwe), 1999,

ordinary lives, time to concentrate wholly on

mixed media

deeply about the nature of

installation

relationship of their artistic practice to both

the creative process, space to think

their local

and

their global

art

more

and the

communities.
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Mutare
of the
Patrick

Mumba

(Zambia), Words from
our Ancestors, 1999,

120 x80cm,

oil

While the visual ans

on

in

Zimbabwe

generally

struggle to survive, a small miracle has

canvas

On

occurred!

18 June 1999, the National

(NGM) opened

Gallery in Mutare

doors

its

and has since then initiated a range of
activities to promote and develop aesthetic
sensibilities within

Manicaland Province

which was previously largely bereft of
artistic interaction.

This

new

art gallery (the

only one in

Mutare) has taken over what was originally
a hospital built in 1897 in the simple

open

style of the colonial architecture of the time.

From 1938 to 1972, the buildings served
a hostel, known as Kopje House, for the
Boys High School.
site was used by

then Umtali

Subsequently the
Scientific

Umtali

as

the

and Cultural Association of the

Museum

and

in

1986

it

was

from the City Council to the
National Museums and Monuments and was
officially declared a national monument.
transferred

Ralph Gallagher (South Africa),
The Last Great White Poacher, 1 999, 300cm,
sheet steel and mixed media wall relief

it became clear that
Kopje House was not
undertaken speedily it would be impossible
to save the buildings. The Beit Trust

Ten years
if

later

however,

restoration of

generously agreed to finance the restoration

now

and, with the vision of Traude Rogers,

Director of

NGM,

a huge

amount of

commitment and energy, and
from the

essential funding

High Commission, the new
to

become

further

New

Zealand

art gallery

began

reality.

Set on the highest point of hilly Mutare,

with stunning views in every direction.

Kopje House

is

a fitting collection of

buildings for a gallery.

wards with

their

The old

hospital

generous space, high

and enormous
windows make good exhibition

ceilings, .strip-pine floors

sliding-sash

spaces and the extensive covered verandah
is

ideal for sculpture display

gatherings.
studios, a

and relaxed

The outbuildings make

shop area has been

cafe/restaurant

is

set up,

useful

and a

planned. Additional

funding has also been sourced to regenerate
the large indigenous garden.

As

part of the

NGZ .structure,

Gallery in Mutare will

th^-la&L

GLtieciL VUmLp.

'EoucKe^

the National

travelling

exhibitions and permanent collection from

Bulawayo and Harare branches (the
opening exhibit was the Mobil Hentage
Biennale), but the major thnist of their
the

24

show

Dpens a branch

Kopje House, the new National
Gallery in Mutare, in the late
afternoon sunlight

National Gallery
programme

will be to stimulate local

development. To

this end, painting

and

ceramics groups have been established. The
Batapata outreach programme held an
enthusiastically attended painting
at

workshop

NGM run by visiting artists. Cosmos

Shiridzinomwa and Richard Witikani from
Harare and

Ruwa

respectively.

Mutare

Boswell-Brown and

painter, Cecile

the

NGM assistant manager, Chris Chipfuya
(himself from Manicaland and

worked

for

NGZ

years) have done

in

who

has

Harare for over 20

much

to

encourage local

participation.

The opening of the Batapata Exhibition at
NGM in October was a lively affair with the

Mayor

of Mutare underlining Council

He said it is
new life and
should accommodate and serve

support for the
^'vital

new

new

gallery.

that this complex, given

vitality,

as broad a public as possible.

It is

a

national gallery for the people, for all of you

Manicaland will
and lead to the
discovery of much new and exciting talent,"
here,

and

its

presence

in

raise the standard of art

Proactive and energetic, this National

Gallery in Mutare

is

sure to

become one of

View of the entrance room at the National Gallery
in Mutare with work by Anwar Saeed (Pakistan)
and Rashid Jogee (Zimbabwe) from the Batapata

the delights of visiting the Eastern

Highlands.

It

opens a promising

Zimbabwean door

to art in the

new

millenium.

international Artists

Workshop

Exhibition

Forthcoming exhibitions and events
The new National Gallery in Mutare holds
an Exchange Exhibition in January 2000
featuring work from Manicaland as well as
from around the country

compare developments

in

Exhibition in January. Pieces of early stone
sculpture, 1957

-

1975, from the Permanent

in the different

regions. In February the Cottco Textile

February, as well as paintings by

Exhibition will travel to Mutare and in

Jail on

March

there will be a

artist,

working

Tom

Deko. Deko

in the studio

as running

workshops

James

space

at

has been

Exhibition on 31st

as well

for local artists.

painting workshops run by

Also

Cecile

Boswell-Brown and sponsored by
Zealand High Commission.

(Tel:

Surprise Art Centre

at Surpri.se

Siding near

Shurugwi. This innovative project will
surprise us all in the near future! Tel: 05421749. Fax:052-6313.

The Zimbabwe Association of Art
Gallery Delta opens

NGM

Keep your eyes peeled for the
Tapfuma and NIcole Gutsa's

in the foyer.

New

during February and March there will be

the

New

020-

its

Critics

has run into problems but should meet every

Millenium

December 1999

last

Monday

of the month

at

the

Bookcafe

providing a loosely historical overview from

discuss various issues, exhibitions and

Cyrene watercolours, through Robert

events.

Sambo.'H-evorWood,
Thomas IMukarobgwa and Marshall

energy!

Paul, Kingsley

Baron,

to the

cuuent prominent

artists.

Come

and join

us.

Bring some

to

new

For more information contact

Barbara Murray

(Tel:

Haiare 861195 or

eniail:gallery@icon.co.zw).

This will be followed in February by the

annual Students' Exhibition which features

61000)

the

The National Gallery

show

one-man show of

metal sculpture by visiting Papua

Guinea

Maklwa

Collection, and including works by

Chimolo. Joseph Ndandarlka. and
Cornwall Mpofu, will be displayed during

an effort to

Surprise!

opening of

in

Harare mounts the

Batapata International Artists Workshop

work of new and

aspiring

from around Zimbabwe.

Shaw will

In

young

March,

artists

Greg

be showing his recent work.
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